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Details of Visit:

Author: 1517Linburyboy
Location 2: South Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 21 Aug 2014 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.exoticasianescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07570713889

The Premises:

Apartment block with easy access. Easy to find (5 mins walk from South Kensington tube), safe,
clean, nice bed..... bathroom could do with a bit of updating!

The Lady:

Petite, well proportioned, not nearly as well endowed (bust wise) as the website stats would have
you believe. Very pretty. She has an engaging personality, smiled and laughed a lot, which says
plenty I think, although her English isn't very good (she answered 'thank you' several times when I
was asking for information...) which made chatting a difficult task.

The Story:

This may be my least glowing review on this site, which is something of a shame. My 'thing' is to
see girls of different nationalities - for reasons too complex to discuss here, and as I'd never visited
a Japanese escort before this was a new one for me. I spent quite a long time choosing and finally
settled on this agency (exoticasianescorts) as they were very clear about services offered. I've
written in other reviews how disappointing it is when what's promised isn't actually delivered. So on
this occasion I took the trouble to contact the agency twice before booking.The first time I explained
I wanted enthusiastic kissing, OWO (maybe CIM) and more than one round of action.... before
booking I confirmed this again and accepted the original recommendation of Suzuki. So I was rather
disappointed to find NO KISSING on offer. As it wasn't offered I felt it would be rather rude of me to
insist, so it became a 'non kissing' session. I've never fully understood this. Some escorts kiss
enthusiastically and it makes the whole experience so much more enjoyable. Then it seemed oral
was to be with condom.... here I decided it was time to point out that I wasn't getting what I
THOUGHT I'd paid for. I told Suzuki that it was clearly included on her profile. Her response? 'You
pay me more' an extra £30, which made a reasonable 'average priced' punt suddenly quite a pricey
one. Now, what Suzuki DID do, she did very well. Great oral technique once I'd paid extra, but
absolutely definitely NO CIM despite it being on the profile. Then it was my turn to deliver some
oral. My word was she enthusiastic....... !!!!! I must assume the orgasm was 'acted' (I can't believe
I'm that good!) but it was very impressive and convincing. Stand aside Meg Ryan! You've been
outdone by a mile! Then after a fairly short bit of Mish it was all over... Suzuki did offer a short
massage afterwards (legs only?) and I'm no expert on massages, but it seemed fine to me. As the
language barrier was quite striking, and as there seemed very little chance of a round two being
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offered, I dressed and left after just 30 minutes. I have contacted the agency directly to point out the
deficiency in the 'services' lists..... I await a reply, though won't be surprised if there is none. Quick
aside..... I asked Suzuki how long she'd been here. She said about 4 months and planned on
staying a year. I notice now, that the previous feedbacks on her profile are dated two years
ago........  
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